
 

 

 
 
November 3, 2019 
Meeting Minutes 
 
Board members present: 
Drew Squires, Jean Gonzalez, Holly Miller, Robert Chamberlain, George Bender, Scott King, Justin 
Remsbottom, Austin Hamilton, Joe Vogel, Maggie Petersen 

 
Board members not present: 
Corey Vucinovich,  Jodi Syrjamaki 
 
The board meeting was called to order at 7:03 pm. 
 
The minutes from the October 6, 2019 were considered for approval.  George Bender motioned to 
approve the minutes.  Drew Squires seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously.  
 
Committee updates: 
 
7:05 Executive Committee 
Drew Squires informed the board  the company we have used to hire umpires is no longer in business.  
BTBA discussed the option for the upcoming year: either wait for a new organization who may (most 
likely) purchase the list of umpires from the owner of BT Umpires or go with another organization 
already established.  There is uncertainty if the established organizations will have the capacity to 
support BTBA along with other organizations. No decision was made. 
 
7:15 Legal Report 
No update 
 
7:15 Treasurer’s Report 
The group reviewed the Profit and Loss Statement for concessions and field crew, the Statement of 
Financial Position (balance statement) and Statement of Activity.  With the amount of our cash 
reserves, the Treasurer, Robert, suggested we invest a portion in a low-risk CD. He suggests we begin 
with a 1 year CD with a 2.35% interest rate.  The amount of cash reserves we should have on hand at 
any one time to cover expenses is around $25,000.  Putting $30,000 in a CD would ensure we still have 
enough in the account to more than cover expenses. There was agreement to invest a portion of the 
cash reserves. 
 
A draft of updated BTBA Financial Risk Management Policies was shared.  The purpose of the 
document is to provide the operating rules relating to Association financial transactions.  Discussion 
and recommended updates to draft presented to Board:   
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Article II: Debit Card 
Include an option for use of debit cards for concession sales.   
 
Article III: Handling Cash 
BTBA does use cash for MBL t-shirt sales at Hrbek during MBL state tournaments. (MBL provides the t-
shirts, we get 10% of sales.)  In the past we have lumped it together with concessions and gave the 
cash to MBL.  How would that work under this article?   
 
Article VI: Concessions Stand 
It is recommended the concession stand uses a point of sale system to help with product inventory and 
daily sales. If we decide to require one, we can include in addendum to the policy.  It is suggested we 
require at least two weekly deposits, possibly on Mondays and Fridays.   
 
Other 
Add an article and statement of our taxes, making a statement on our intent and the procedures we 
follow. 
 
Robert Chamberlain also highly recommends BTBA complete an annual financial audit.  Scott King 
suggested an annual financial review with a financial audit once every 4 years. A review is adequate 
annually.  Robert would like to do one this year, preferably beginning this November or December.  The 
Cooperstown CPA or Aaron Dean may be able to recommend someone who can work with BTBA.   
 
Next steps: 
Robert Chamberlain will present suggested changes to the Financial Risk Management Policies at the 
next board meeting.  Also he will bring a more detailed CD investment recommendation.   
 
7:45  Tryout update 
The tryout dates proposed are March 7 & 8, 2019. 
There currently are no facilities available to support the outfielding portion of a tryout. 
 
It was noted there are basketball and hockey tournaments happening that weekend and participating in 
two days of tryouts may be difficult for some of the kids.  It was pointed out that two days does offer 
kids two opportunities to tryout which may help some kids to participate if one of the days is during a 
key tournament time. With the possibility of more kids having conflicts the weekend of the 7th & 8th, 
members questioned the use of prior coach evaluations and stats from the prior year’s season.  It was 
noted there are inconsistencies in the collection of stats and a lack of time to review coach 
observations, and, not all teams complete the requested end-of-season player evaluations. 
 
A discussion followed on what a two-day tryout would look like and include.  The goal of a two day 
tryout is to get players through the stations faster and/or more opportunity for them to stay warmed up.  
A two-day tryout allows kids the chance for more reps. This past year there was more down-time in 
between stations, which made it hard for kids to get (and stay) in  a rhythm.  The increase in the 
number of children that need to be observed also requires a two-day process. 
 
Starters, who is completing the tryout evaluations, would like two days of tryouts as well.  The Tryout 
Committee will work out the details of the tryout with Starters.  They have done tryouts in the past and 
come with prior experience.  There has been an assumption in the past that those who participate in 
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the clinics leading up to tryout have an advantage over others because they have spent more time 
observing those kids.  The Tryout Committee will talk to Starters about the staff running clinics and 
those completing evaluating kids during tryouts. 
 
Considerations for future tryouts: 

● Think about how tryouts could incorporate a fall tryout date as well as spring in order to better 
assess baseball IQ/ability to think and act on the field.  

● Look into the NorthStar, U of MN football dome as possible spring tryout locations. 
 
A motion to set March 7 & 8 as the tryouts was considered for motion.  Holly Miller motioned to 
approve, Robert Chamberlain seconded the motion.  It passed unanimously  
 
Next Steps:  Lock in dates and Starters 
 
8:15  Tournament Update 
Prior to the Board meeting, an email was sent to Board Members sharing the dates of home 
tournaments.  Members were asked to review and provide feedback within 24 hours.   
 
8:20 - Field Coordinator position 
Jean Gonzalez got a description from the past coordinator.  Maggie Petersen may have someone who 
would be interested in both the field coordinator position and help organize volunteers, and possibly 
field crew and concessions.   
 
Next steps:  Put together request with description and send out/post. 
 
8:30 - Policy protocol for coach conduct 
No update. 
 
8:30 Survey results 
Parent survey results were presented.  A total of 120 surveys were completed. Results were given for 
all surveys, then by age level, and performance level (A, AA, AAA).  Open-ended comments were not 
presented, only discussed.  Conversation about the success of paid coaches, the lost opportunities, 
different experiences, expectations, etc. was discussed.  There is not a consistent narrative on the 
success of paid coaches for 13AAA and 14/15AAA paid coaches.  There were multiple comments on 
the need to support coach development overall, and a need for better player development than what 
was offered last year. Parents voiced an interest in having a coach expectations, a protocol for removal, 
and even a coach curriculum.  Survey comments indicate an interest for more practices for players, 
especially throughout season and more rigorous focus of the Starters clinics.   
 
Next steps:   
Additional analyses: 

● Provide results broken out by 12A, 12AA, 12AAA  and  
● 13AAA and 14/15 AAA (teams with paid coaches) 

For open-ended comments, group comments for the following areas: 
● Starters feedback 
● Paid coaching 
● Tryouts 
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● Coach feedback 
 
8:45 Fundraising:   
Banners and legalities of splitting fundraising sales was reviewed to make sure we are following 501 3C 
policies for fundraising  We can choose how we want to sell banners - whether by a percent going to 
Cooperstown and BTBA or by field.  There is a suggestion to give Cooperstown a higher percentage in 
a split during the first year of a new purchase with renewals flipped to BTBA getting a higher 
percentage.  The rationale is it maintains an incentive for Cooperstown families to keep selling.  Josh 
also found out that if we put green backing on the fencing the banners it would reduce the cost to 
produce the banners.  This will have to be run Mike Ramirez from the city to make sure it follows their 
policy.  One idea is to offer four or five levels of banner sale options: single, double, triple, grand slam 
levels (one idea).  We should also further discuss finding sponsors for fields, tournaments, jerseys (one 
business).   
 
There also was a discussion to establish expectations for parent volunteers.  A group of board 
members will work on guidelines for parent volunteering. Board members include: Justin Remsbottom, 
Josh Meier and Drew Squires volunteered to meet.  BTBA would like to have parent members 
participate as well. 
 
8:50 Communications 
BTBA will communicate the dates of tryouts on social media and the website and remind them to visit 
the website for updates, including tournament dates for the upcoming season.   
 
Uniforms & Spiritwear 
There was discussion about adding or changing vendors for spiritwear.  There is some feedback we 
need more and different options.  BTBA has an established relationship with the current vendor.  We 
can reach out to the current vendor to see if she can add more/different brands (UnderArmor and/or 
other higher quality options).  Maggie will bring samples to an upcoming board meeting from another 
vendor.  
 
There has been feedback families and players would prefer to have one universal jersey (one color) 
rather than a blue and red jersey.  BTBA is leaning towards providing two jerseys but have only one 
color option. 
 
Equipment 
There was an all-call to return all outstanding fall ball equipment on October 17th. Out of 20 teams/bags 
of equipment, 11 have been returned.  Three of the bags of equipment have things missing. Since then, 
two more have been returned (but not reviewed to see if everything was returned and in working form).  
Joe Vogel will send email to those who have not returned the equipment yet.  We will need new bags 
and some equipment for next year.  Thank you to Joe for cleaning out and organizing the equipment 
area at Hrbek. 
 
Hrbek Improvement 
No news.  Still recognize the scoreboards don’t consistently work. The city owns the scoreboards.  We 
will need to be sure they know of the problems. 
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At 9:00 Jean Gonzalez made a motion to adjourn.  Austin Hamilton seconded the motion.  The motion 
passed and the meeting was adjourned. 
 
 
Agenda items for next meeting 
Updates on investment opportunity, financial risk management policies and IRS filing penalty 
Fundraising estimates 
New spiritwear options  
Review job descriptions (field coordinator, field crew & concessions)  
Protocol and policy for coach removal  
Additional survey analyses 
Other committee updates 
 
Next meeting will be December 1st at 7:00 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


